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Sing At First Sight
Sing at First Sight is a sequential sight-singing curriculum for all choirs! This Level 2 book opens with a comprehensive
Rhythm Review and Pitch Practice reinforcing the concepts studied in Sing at First Sight, Level 1. Each of the four units
that follow features a helpful Getting Ready page, progressive Rhythm Readiness exercises, and thorough music-reading
Lessons with practice Exercises, useful Hints, and motivating Challenge Exercises. Unit summary and assessment is
easily achieved with choral excerpts from Alfred’s Choral Designs series, fun-filled Review games, and Evaluating Your
Performance questions. Plus, Alfred has included a full-length Performance Piece to measure and celebrate your choir’s
sight-singing progress, and then perform in concert. Includes: * Singing in Minor * Chromatics * 2-Part, 3-Part, and 4-Part
Harmony * Major and Minor Intervals * Changing Meter * Sixteenth-Note Patterns
This easy-to-use audio course for self or small group study is a step-by-step introduction to music reading skills. From the
creator of The Jenson Sight Singing Course, this resource will be an effective tool for building student confidence and
skill. Includes exercises on reading note and rest values, meter, echo drills, reading pitch from syllable letters and notes
on the staff, movement by step and skip, key signatures, and clef signs. Available: Book, Cassette, CD, Book/CST Pak,
Book/CD Pak, Book/CST Intro Pak (5 Books, 1 Cassette), Book/CD Intro Pak (5 Books, 1 CD). For Gr. 4-9.
Here is an exciting easy-to-use sight-singing method for middle school/jr. high choirs that starts from square one,
assuming no previous training. It is presented in a logical, sequenced order, with harmonically combinable exercises to
develop rhythmic and melodic independence. The collection offers a variety of a cappella and accompanied songs for
3-Part Mixed voices in two sequenced volumes. Volumes I and II are available in Teacher's Edition and Singer's Edition
5-Pak, and contain complete vocal and piano parts. The Teacher's Edition additionally includes complete instruction for
use of the method! Available: Teacher's Edition and Singer's Edition 5-Pak. For Gr. 6-9.
(Methodology Chorals). This comprehensive method based on the solfege system gives you a step-by-step plan for
teaching the fundamentals of sightsinging. With minimal preparation time, your students will experience solid results in
only minutes per rehearsal. There are 334 carefully graded exercises in unison, 2-part and 3-part, most with ranges of an
octave or less. Recommended for Grades 6-12. Available: Teacher's Edition Vol. I & II, Student Edition Vol. I & II, and
Sightsinging Part Exercises. For Grades 6-12.
160 progressive exercises to introduce simple sightsinging.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a
part of the knowledge base for future generations. We have represented this book in the same form as it was first
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published. Hence any marks seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
(Methodology Chorals). Sing on Sight is a comprehensive sight-singing method by Audrey Snyder. Level Two builds on
the skills established in Level One and moves step by step to full, choral sight-singing. The recorded accompaniments
include a wide variety of styles, from classical to contemporary, and folk music to pop and jazz. Exercises are written so
that two or more lines may be sung simultaneously, so students gain sight-singing independence and develop their partsinging skills. With just a few minutes a day Sing on Sight can help your choirs learn to read music and have fun in the
process! Student and Teacher Editions available separately: both Unison/2-Part Treble and 2-Part/3-Part Mixed.
Accompaniment CD (coincides with both voicings) also available. Classroom Kits include 25 Student Books, 1 Teacher
Edition and 1 Accompaniment CD.
“An extraordinary novel . . . a triumph of insight and storytelling.” —Associated Press “A true masterpiece.” —Glennon
Doyle, author of Untamed An extraordinary story set in the first century about a woman who finds her voice and her
destiny, from the celebrated number one New York Times bestselling author of The Secret Life of Bees and The
Invention of Wings In her mesmerizing fourth work of fiction, Sue Monk Kidd takes an audacious approach to history and
brings her acclaimed narrative gifts to imagine the story of a young woman named Ana. Raised in a wealthy family with
ties to the ruler of Galilee, she is rebellious and ambitious, with a brilliant mind and a daring spirit. She engages in furtive
scholarly pursuits and writes narratives about neglected and silenced women. Ana is expected to marry an older
widower, a prospect that horrifies her. An encounter with eighteen-year-old Jesus changes everything. Their marriage
evolves with love and conflict, humor and pathos in Nazareth, where Ana makes a home with Jesus, his brothers, and
their mother, Mary. Ana's pent-up longings intensify amid the turbulent resistance to Rome's occupation of Israel, partially
led by her brother, Judas. She is sustained by her fearless aunt Yaltha, who harbors a compelling secret. When Ana
commits a brazen act that puts her in peril, she flees to Alexandria, where startling revelations and greater dangers
unfold, and she finds refuge in unexpected surroundings. Ana determines her fate during a stunning convergence of
events considered among the most impactful in human history. Grounded in meticulous research and written with a
reverential approach to Jesus's life that focuses on his humanity, The Book of Longings is an inspiring, unforgettable
account of one woman's bold struggle to realize the passion and potential inside her, while living in a time, place and
culture devised to silence her. It is a triumph of storytelling both timely and timeless, from a masterful writer at the height
of her powers.
A sequential sight-singing curriculum for all choirs. Each of the six units (containing four lessons each) clearly introduces new music reading
concepts, reinforces those concepts with several rhythm and pitch exercises, motivates students with helpful hints and challenge exercises,
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and concludes with fun-filled review games and "Evaluating Your Performance" questions. The helpful "Getting Ready" pages (which precede
each unit) are filled with music fundamentals, and for choirs who have never read music before, an optional "Before We Begin" chapter opens
the book. And it's all a neatly laid out publication and a perfect fit for your students. From whole notes to sixteenth-note patterns, seconds to
sevenths, key signatures, dynamics, articulations, and tempo markings; it's all here, and it's all logically ordered to insure student success!
Spend just a few minutes a day with this book and your choir, too, will learn to "Sing at First Sight!"
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON More than 6 million copies sold A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club
Pick A Business Insider Defining Book of the Decade "I can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."--The New York Times Book Review For years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a
quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya
Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she
calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two
young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life--until the unthinkable happens. Where the
Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible
murder. Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent
secrets that nature keeps.
This method of sight-singing can be used with church or school groups, private students or voice classes. Book 1 is written for grade four
through to adult singers. This teacher's edition also includes detailed instructions for each lesson. (Adapted from back cover).
The Manual for Ear Training and Sight Singing and the Anthology for Sight Singing provide a comprehensive, research-based curriculum in
aural skills.
Isda does not exist. At least not beyond the opulent walls of the opera house. Cast into a well at birth for being one of the magical few who
can manipulate memories when people sing, she was saved by Cyril, the opera house’s owner. Since that day, he has given her sanctuary
from the murderous world outside. All he asks in return is that she use her power to keep ticket sales high—and that she stay out of sight. For
if anyone discovers she survived, Isda and Cyril would pay with their lives. But Isda breaks Cyril’s cardinal rule when she meets Emeric
Rodin, a charming boy who throws her quiet, solitary life out of balance. His voice is unlike any she’s ever heard, but the real shock comes
when she finds in his memories hints of a way to finally break free of her gilded prison. Haunted by this possibility, Isda spends more and
more time with Emeric, searching for answers in his music and his past. But the price of freedom is steeper than Isda could ever know. For
even as she struggles with her growing feelings for Emeric, she learns that in order to take charge of her own destiny, she must become the
monster the world tried to drown in the first place.
"Fun songs set to favorite tunes with companion read & write mini-books that teach essential sight words"--Cover.
In At First Sight, when Lauren meets the perfect guy at the planetarium, she feels like the stars have finally aligned in her favor. The only
problem is she met him in the dark and they never got a good look at each other… or got each other’s names. Now, Lauren must take matters
into her own hands and find the mystery guy before she loses him forever.
The second of a unique two-volume sight-singing method, with one edition for junior high/middle school and a second for upper
elementary/middle school treble voices. Teacher and student books, key cards and a full length accompaniment cassette comprise each
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edition. Volume II reviews concepts introduced in Volume I, plus presenting larger jumps, harmonic minor, chromatics, more difficult rhythms
and asymmetric meters. More than 195 musically interesting exercises (some with text) are included.

A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's
Newbery Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories,
and a princess named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled
with light. And it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These
three characters are about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering
castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your
destiny to find out. With black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.
The Reproducible Companion/CD kit for the second level of Alfred's popular sight-singing curriculum is now available!
This sequential sight-singing text introduces new music reading concepts using both rhythmic and pitch exercises, plus
actual excerpts from real choral music. The new Reproducible Companion/CD offers additional exercises, activities, and
assessments, plus a CD with accompaniments and ear training lessons. The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is
perfect for study and performance. This title is available in SmartMusic.
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings captures the longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world
right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with
their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of
abandonment and the prejudice of the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s side in St. Louis,
Maya is attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime. Years later, in San
Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great authors
(“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds for as long as people read. “I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings liberates the reader into life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life with such a moving wonder,
such a luminous dignity.”—James Baldwin From the Paperback edition.
Sight Singing is Fun... Okay, learning to read music takes time and effort - but when you break it down into small, simple
activities, include visual play-based music games and cheer your young singers to victory - It can be a fun part of a voice
lesson. And your students will become sight singing superheroes in no time!Sight Singing Superhero Activities: * tonic
Sol-fa (moveable DO)* note naming drills* rhythm reading (clapping & counting)* interval identification* 2-bar sight
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singing drills* note name and moveable DO flashcards (for fun games and activities)"We started the sight singing last
week. Lots of kids had success immediately! And....they had fun!" P. Parker Schafer
You simply can't stand still while singing these rhythmically rousing songs! From the tango to the twist, kids can boogie
all year long with Kids on the Move! What an exciting and innovative way to energize your classroom and experience the
joy of music from the inside out! After all, kids just love being in the groove and on the move! Recommended for grades
K-5. 100% reproducible. Lyric sheets and movement suggestions included. Can be used as a songbook or a program
(approximately 30 minutes). Chord symbols included.
Sing! has grown from Keith and Kristyn Getty’s passion for congregational singing; it’s been formed by their traveling
and playing and listening and discussing and learning and teaching all over the world. And in writing it, they have five key
aims: • to discover why we sing and the overwhelming joy and holy privilege that comes with singing • to consider how
singing impacts our hearts and minds and all of our lives • to cultivate a culture of family singing in our daily home life •
to equip our churches for wholeheartedly singing to the Lord and one another as an expression of unity • to inspire us to
see congregational singing as a radical witness to the world They have also added a few “bonus tracks” at the end with
some more practical suggestions for different groups who are more deeply involved with church singing. God intends for
this compelling vision of His people singing—a people joyfully joining together in song with brothers and sisters around the
world and around his heavenly throne—to include you. He wants you,he wants us, to sing.
"A searing and profound Southern odyssey through Mississippi's past and present"-ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong
ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- The most engaging and musical SightSinging text on the market. Music for Sight Singing is structured around organized melodiesdrawn from the literature of
composed music and a wide range of the world's folk music. Real music exercises allow readers to practice sight singing
and develop their "mind's ear" -- the ability to imagine how music sounds without first playing it on an instrument. The
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ninth edition continues to introduce a host of important musical considerations beyond pitch and rhythm- including
dynamics, accents, articulations, slurs, repeat signs, and tempo markings. The book's arrangement of simple to complex
exercises lays the foundations for success. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to: Fluently
read rhythms in simple and compound meters, including those in relatively unusual, irregular, or changing meter
signatures. Sight sing melodies in any major or minor key, and in any diatonic mode. Effortlessly read all four common
clefs. Understand common musical symbols and terms. Recognize and sing important harmonic features such as
dominant seventh and Neapolitan chords. Improvise effectively from a variety of background structures such as a
harmonic progression or an underlying contrapuntal framework. Negotiate chromatic passages from simple embellishing
tones and tonicizations to modulations to post-tonal music. NOTE: MySearchLab does not come automatically packaged
with this text. To purchase the text with MySearchLab, order the package ISBN: 020595524X / 9780205955244 Music for
Sight Singing Plus MySearchLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205938337 /
9780205938339 Music for Sight Singing 0205955053 / 9780205955053 MySearchLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack
Access Card -- for Music for Sight Singing
Singing and Dictation for Today's Musician expands the Today's Musician family of textbooks to encompass the essential elements of
musicianship and aural skills training. Featuring chapters that correspond to the organization of Theory for Today's Musician, this new
textbook complements the theory text to offer a complete curriculum package, allowing students and instructors to reinforce written theory
skills with relevant musicianship exercises. Combining sight singing and dictation in a single volume, this new textbook underscores the value
of combining the human senses in understanding the intellectual and analytic concepts of music theory. Features of this text include:
Flexibility for the instructor in using moveable or fixed "Do," scale degree numbers, and neutral syllables for singing Both singing and dictation
exercises included in each unit, allowing the two skills to be fully integrated Companion website with audio recordings and instructor keys for
the exercises, at www.routledge.com/cw/mccarthy Units match the pacing and order of topics in Theory for Today’s Musician, allowing the
texts to be easily used in sync. Beginning with fundamentals and continuing up through twentieth-century materials, Singing and Dictation for
Today’s Musician allows instructors to closely align their teaching of musicianship and aural skills with the written theory curriculum,
enhancing student understanding of core music principles.
A sequential sight-singing curriculum for all choirs. Each of the six units (containing four lessons each) clearly introduces new music reading
concepts, reinforces those concepts with several rhythm and pitch exercises, motivates students with helpful hints and challenge exercises,
and concludes with fun-filled review games and "Evaluating Your Performance" questions. The helpful "Getting Ready" pages (which precede
each unit) are filled with music fundamentals, and for choirs who have never read music before, an optional "Before We Begin" chapter opens
the book. And it's all neatly laid out in a 96-page octavo sized publication; a perfect fit for your students, and their folders. From whole notes
to sixteenth-note patterns, seconds to sevenths, key signatures, dynamics, articulations, and tempo markings; it's all here, and it's all logically
ordered to insure student success! Spend just a few minutes a day with this book and your choir, too, will learn to "Sing at First Sight!" Now
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available on SmartMusic!
Choral Repertoire is a comprehensive reference book about choral music in Western culture from Gregorian chant to compositions of the
early twenty-first century. The material in the book covers general characteristics of the major historical eras, biographical sketches and
discussions of the complete choral output of more than 500 composers, and performance annotations of more than 5,000 individual works.
Good girls don't date rock stars. They certainly don't have rock star f-buddies. Still a virgin at 21, Meg Smart walks a straight and narrow path.
She aces her classes, excels at her part time job, and carefully avoids trouble--no drinks, no drugs, and especially, no boyfriends. Rock star
Miles Webb doesn't do "boyfriend." He skips over intimacy and love in favor of easy distraction--a beautiful woman under him, screaming his
name. Meg is drawn to the pain in his gorgeous, tortured voice. But the man she hears on the radio is nothing like the player she meets at a
mutual friend's house party. When she walks in on one of his trysts, she's embarrassed enough to die. His merciless teasing leaves her
blushed and frustrated, but she's intrigued by his wit, his confidence, his casual offer to give her a night she'll never forget. Neither of them
wants a relationship, so they strike up an arrangement: They'll be friends with benefits, nothing more, nothing less. There are only three rules:
no secrets, no feelings, no falling in love. Only neither one of them can quite abide by the terms. ***Sing Your Heart Out is a full-length,
standalone new adult romance.*** Sinful Serenade, a new adult romance series, follows the men of rock band Sinful Serenade and the
women they love. Each book can be read as a standalone. Sing Your Heart Out - Miles Strum Your Heart Out - Drew - coming soon Rock
Your Heart Out - Tom - coming soon Play Your Heart Out - Pete - coming soon Sinful Ever After - coming soon
Sing at First Sight, Level 1Foundations in Choral Sight-SingingAlfred Publishing Company
In The Reason to Sing, renowned composer-lyricist and teacher Craig Carnelia provides musical actors with a step-by-step guide to making
their singing performances more truthful, vivid, and full of life. Using a technique developed over decades of teaching the professional
community of Broadway actors and students alike, The Reason to Sing utilizes detailed descriptions of sessions the author has had with his
notable students and lays out a new and proven approach to help you build your skills, your confidence, and your career. This book is
intended for musical theater acting students as well as working professionals and teachers of the craft.
This text systematically develops the aural, vocal, and rhythmic skills of all music majors. Emphasizing analytical thinking over rote drill, the
text enriches traditional exercises in singing and dictation with a variety of innovative lessons that enhance individual musical skills.
Learn at your own pace with this proven course for beginners. Learn proper breathing, posture, and warm-up techniques that will keep you
singing for a lifetime with confidence and in a variety of styles. Includes practice exercises, demonstrations by professional singers and
motivating accompaniments to sing along with.
Sixteen years ago, a teenaged Will Sterling saw--or rather, heard--the girl of his dreams. Standing beneath an apartment building balcony, he
shared a perfect moment with a lovely, warm-voiced stranger. It's a memory that's never faded, though he's put so much of his past behind
him. Now an unexpected inheritance has brought Will back to that same address, where he plans to offload his new property and get back to
his regular life as an overworked doctor. Instead, he encounters a woman, two balconies above, who's uncannily familiar . . . No matter how
surprised Nora Clarke is by her reaction to handsome, curious Will, or the whispered pre-dawn conversations they share, she won't let his
plans ruin her quirky, close-knit building. Bound by her loyalty to her adored grandmother, she sets out to foil his efforts with a little light
sabotage. But beneath the surface of their feud is an undeniable connection. A balcony, a star-crossed couple, a fateful meeting--maybe it's
the kind of story that can't work out in the end. Or maybe, it's the perfect second chance . . .
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Augment your sight-singing curriculum with this well-written supplemental textbook which directly correlates to the lessons taught in level one
of Alfred's popular Sing at First Sight method. Includes over 80 reproducible pages of additional exercises, activities, and assessments
designed to strengthen the music reading skills of developing musicians. A listening CD provides ear-training activities and recorded
accompaniments for the six end-of-unit songs. Plus, a handy appendix with easy-to-follow charts and diagrams of music fundamentals. The
Reproducible Companion is highly effective when used with Sing at First Sight; on a routine basis after each of the 24 sequential lessons; as
needed to master challenging musical concepts; or as a general review following the completion of the original textbook. Logically laid out in a
96-page spiral-bound book, ready for the photocopier! This title is available in SmartMusic.
Visit http://goo.gl/L9ezwA to listen online to the 300+ exercises included in this book. Practical Sight Singing, Level 1 is a comprehensive and
progressive audio course for group or self study, private music lessons, for singers in school, college, church and community choirs. The
present interactive book is the first volume of the comprehensive "Sight Singing Series". This course is a compact introduction to the basics of
sight singing and adds more complicated elements one by one. The book contains 300 sight singing exercises and 300 professionally
recorded vocal samples. On Apple devices, for the best device specific interactive experience. please download and use the iBooks version
of this book.
Vocal Method
An excellent introduction to sight singing for SSA chorus. From the creators of "Patterns of Sound" and "The Choral Approach to Sight
Singing, " comes this practical, easy-to-use sight-singing method for SSA choirs in junior high and high school! It includes 3-part exercises
and songs (accompanied and a cappella) that begin from square one, assuming no previous training, and presents musical elements in a
logical sequence that will yield quick results. Recommended for Grades 6-12.
Augment your sight-singing curriculum with this supplemental exercise book that directly correlates to levels one and two of Alfred Music's
popular Sing at First Sight method. Every melody in this reproducible resource appears in both treble and bass clef, and the Data CD
includes digital files of the entire book for printing and projecting. More Melodies! is highly effective when used on a routine basis after each of
the sequential lessons, as needed for additional drill to master challenging concepts, or as a general review following the completion of the
original textbooks.
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